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Mr. Chairman,  
 
The implementation of effective measures concerning marking, registration and tracing is 
essential within the framework of the fight against the illicit trade of SALW.  
 
The international instrument on tracing and marking plays a central role within the 
framework of the PoA. It is an instrument with concrete implications on the field, notably in 
criminal investigations and on a legal frame. In this regard, France commends the various 
tracing systems and databases such as iTrace or iArms, which have the support of the 
European Union.  
 
These initiatives make the registration of seized weapons possible and allow, though access 
to registers, to improve information sharing. Indeed, information sharing remains a key 
element to progress in the implementation of the International Tracing Instrument, notably 
through exchanges between States of their national and regional practices.  
 
One of the essential dimensions of the ITI is precisely to facilitate international cooperation 
regarding marking and tracing, while contributing to the improvement of national practices 
in this field. It is an essential pane of the fight against SALW traffics.  
 



Mr. Chairman,  
 
I also wish to underline during this session the matter of technological developments. They 
represent an opportunity and a challenge, of which the international community must seize 
itself. Technological developments might pose new challenges as far as marking is 
concerned, on new materials for instance, but also open new perspectives to reinforce arms 
controls throughout their existence. Here again, the challenges are absolutely real, and we 
believe it is necessary to address them.  
 
Mr. Chairman,  
 
France wishes to highlight the essential role of private actors – notably industrials – and of 
civil society in the marking and tracing of SALW. Il is thus essential to involve them in our 
work. All delegations are naturally welcome.  
 
Mr. Chairman,  
 
To conclude, France is particularly attached to the ITI and reaffirms the necessity for all 
States taking part in the PoA to implement this tool as comprehensively as possible.  
 
I thank you./.  


